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Soapbox

The colour of greed is pure shamrock green
A judge’s condemnation in
2014 of Davy’s treatment
of a vulnerable customer is
still echoing loudly today,
writes Gene Kerrigan

W

E’LL call
him George,
though he
has never
gone by
that name. He had troubles
long before he ever became
a client of J&E Davy
Stockbrokers.
The events involving
“George” and the firm of
Davy began in 2005. The
young man’s case has a
relevance to the current
Davy stockbroking scandal,
which will become clear
presently.
George was born in 1985,
to a well-off family. In 1993,
when he was eight, he had a
stroke.
In 1995, when he was
ten, he had another stroke,
a more serious one. He was
left significantly impaired.
The family moved to
Dublin and his parents
devoted themselves to
George’s rehabilitation.
In 1998, when George was
13, his mother died.
His father, a doctor,
quit work to concentrate
on George’s rehabilitation.
He sent the boy to one of
the country’s best-known
private schools.
Although the school
made efforts to help George,
he suffered learning
difficulties as a consequence
of the strokes.
In 2002, when George
was 17, his father died.
George had no other close
relatives.
The school made
allowances for his problems,
as George struggled to gain
an education. Another

young man, a decent, caring
individual, became his
friend.
This young man helped
him cope with daily life,
while George moved on —
via an access programme —
to university.
George did not settle
comfortably into university.
Then, the good, decent,
caring young man who
befriended George died.
By then, struggling with
his impairments, and with
university life, George was
diagnosed with depression
and in 2007, aged 22, he was
admitted to a psychiatric
hospital.

‘There was the
€2m George
gained under
the tutelage of
the firm but
there was the
€3.5m he lost
plus their fee’
Two years before that, in
August 2005, when George
was 20, he became a client of
J&E Davy.
George had inherited
around €5m in property.
He sought the help of the
stockbrokers to handle his
money.
J&E Davy is a massive,
enormously profitable
presence in financial
services. It employs
smart, well-paid experts,

experienced in the handling
of money. The account of
George’s life is contained in
a long, detailed judgment
written some years later by
Judge Peter Charleton when
George’s affairs ended up in
court.
George’s investment
account required the
stockbrokers to give advice,
which George was free to
follow or not.
The stockbrokers were
also required to assess
George’s ability to make
decisions when deciding on
an investment strategy for
him.
George eventually
became alarmed at what
happened to his money,
and the matter came before
Judge Charleton.
It emerged that J&E
Davy had advised George on
investing via “Contracts For
Difference (CFDs)”.
These are complicated
financial instruments.
CFDs came to public
attention when billionaire
Seán Quinn, the richest man
in the country, used them
to buy a chunk of Anglo, the
controversial bank.
Quinn was worth
about €4.7bn, after half
a lifetime building his
business empire. Gambling
with CFDs, he quickly lost
his businesses and went
bankrupt.
I’ve yet to hear anyone
explain CFDs in language a
layperson could understand.
Here’s Judge Charleton
trying to simplify aspects of
CFDs. They “fluctuate over a
very wide band, and one that
is exaggerated by the lack of
a concrete position, namely
owning the share, and by
borrowing to purchase the
shadow image of a position
on its price”.
Seán Quinn was then an
experienced businessman,
aged 60.
George, a young man

who had suffered a stunning
succession of setbacks, went
to J&E Davy a month after
his 20th birthday.
When the matter came to
court, George’s side pointed
to three numbers on the
bottom line in George’s
financial affairs.
There was the €2m
George gained, under the
tutelage of the firm; there
was the €3.5m George lost.
And there was the
€400,000 that J&E Davy
pocketed in commission and
fees.
J&E Davy argued
that George was free to
ignore their advice — they
had established to their
satisfaction that he was
equipped to make his
own decision on financial
matters.
In assessing George’s
ability to make decisions on

financial matters, J&E Davy
required George to sign
a declaration that all the
personal information on a
particular form was correct.
The form committed George
to inform the firm in writing
if any of those circumstances
changed.
This form, Judge
Charleton concluded, was
“key to the service being
paid for”.
In a remarkable section
of his judgment, Judge
Charleton read out each
question on the form —
followed by him stating,
“This is blank”.
Attitude to risk, value of
investment holdings, source
of income etc etc — all the
space for information used
to assess George’s suitability
in making complex
investment decisions —
blank. On another form

George was referred to as
“Jim Doherty”, which is not
his name, not even close.
Judge Charleton was not
convinced by J&E Davy’s
case. He totted up George’s
net losses and gave a decree
against Davy for just over
€2m.
The judgment in George’s
case was stark, devastating.
It was delivered in April
2014.
Just three months later,
in July 2014, executives of
J&E Davy began committing
the series of breaches of
rules that have now brought
the firm to its knees.
The 16 stockbrokers
reprimanded by the
Central Bank were senior
executives. All would have
known of the legal case
surrounding George — and
the fact that Davy fought
hard all the way. All must

have, or should have,
known about how their
firm treated George — in
Judge Charleton’s words:
“negligence and manifest
breach of contract through
deliberate neglect”.
And: “Davy failed to
provide the service paid for”.
Judge Charleton’s
account of George’s
treatment reveals the
culture within Davy at
precisely the moment
when top executives were
considering how to behave
after the purchase of certain
shares became a possibility.
In one aspect of their
treatment of George, Judge
Charleton found that “clear
and unambiguous advice to
move out of Contracts for
Difference would have been
given by any competent and
careful firm of stockbrokers”.
Even as this devastating

judgment on their company
was being delivered, the
senior executives were in the
run-up to engaging in the
transactions for which they
are now in trouble.
In contrast to the plainspeaking account by Judge
Charleton, the Central Bank
enforcement order speaks
of Davy “failing to take all
reasonable steps to identify
whether a conflict of interest
arose”.
This is terribly weak stuff.
It suggests sins of omission.
A mere slip-up.
Davy didn’t fail.
There’s a Compliance unit
within Davy, tasked with
ensuring that employees
obey the rules. It monitors
all trades going through
System A, reserved for
the deals made by Davy
employees.
Trades on behalf of
clients go through System B,
which is not monitored by
Compliance.
The top executives
involved in the current
scandal chose to move their
controversial personal
trades through System B.
Was this an accident?
Or a choice, to avoid the
scrutiny of the Compliance
unit.
The Taoiseach tut-tutted
about “appalling greed”.
But, Davy is not a rogue
firm. It’s at the hugely
admired heart of the greed
business.
Our culture encourages
greed, the laws protecting
us from greed are weak.
We ensure that greed pays
and dodgy practices go
unpunished.
We facilitate gross taxdodging as an economic
strategy. We piously
adopt the best regulatory
principles, then carefully
arrange things so they are
not implemented.
It’s as Irish as shamrock,
greed is.
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Soapbox
Leaky Leo pulls a sneaky, but who cares?
Rules on confidentiality,
it seems, apply to all
public servants except the
ones with the most clout,
writes Gene Kerrigan

D

OES anyone
remember when
Fine Gael was
the “law-andorder party”?
In those days, the party’s
ard fheis was awash with
scowling people who
emerged from the womb
demanding tougher laws,
longer sentences and the
imposition of martial law on
Dublin’s northside.
Legend has it that a small
outbreak of fisticuffs was
reported at the 1998 ard
fheis after a lady TD was
heard to mutter “gurrier”,
when northsider Richard
Bruton TD (Clongowes
Wood and Oxford)
approached the podium.
How upsetting it must be
today for so many members
of the law and order party
now that the current leader
of Fine Gael is under “active”
investigation by the Garda
Síochána.
Mr Varadkar, it appears,
stands accused of leaking
a confidential document, a
contract between the State
and representatives of GPs,
obtained in the course of his
work.
He admitted the leak (or,
as the criminal fraternity
would put it, he “copped a
plea”).
What the police are,
apparently, investigating
is whether in the course of
leaking that contract, the
leader of Fine Gael broke
the law.
Up to a point, it’s
amusing to have a Tánaiste
(and occasional taoiseach)
who is — as crime reporters

would put it — “known to
the police”.
But, we have reason to be
worried. We’re in the midst
of a deadly pandemic that
might well have a long and
catastrophic way to go.
And one of our political
leaders is distracted by the
consequences of his own
reckless behaviour.
And — when we’ve
stopped sniggering at Fine
Gael’s discomfort — we are
indeed left with a quite
serious set of circumstances.
The manner in which
Micheál Martin dealt with
the issue is worrying. As is
the casual way the media
shrugged — ah, sure, it’s just

‘There was a
time when you
were caught
doing wrong
that you knew
it was wrong’
Leo being Leo.
There’s something
more than that to what’s
happened.
Mr Varadkar is in a
position of some power. As
Tánaiste (and occasional
taoiseach) he has access to
pretty much any and every
official document in the
State.
Those documents include
information on security

matters, information that’s
commercially sensitive
— and information on
personnel employed by
the State. And, perhaps
most worrying, the files of
everyone on whom the State
holds personal information.
Which is just about
everyone.
From tax history, to past
and current income, to
Garda records, work history
— the lot. It’s not comforting
to know Mr Varadkar has
no problem with leaking
confidential material. And
that his boss, the Taoiseach,
is cool with that.
And that the media
shrugs. And the entire Fine
Gael party thinks it’s all just
fine.
Mr Varadkar claims he
broke no law, and we have
no reason not to believe him.
But, come on — it’s pretty
much the lowest of low bars:
“I didn’t actually break the
law, y’know.”
Every State employee
knows they have a duty of
confidentiality. And there
are consequences for a
breach of that duty. If, for
instance, someone in the
Post Office was caught
passing on the addresses
of celebrities — to tabloid
journalists, let’s say, or even
to a relative — they’d be
sacked.
Everyone in a workplace
has a duty of civilised
behaviour. It’s expected
that you won’t look into
other people’s diaries, you
won’t read private letters,
you won’t go into someone’s
office when they’re away and
stick your nose in their files.
You won’t paw through their
desk drawers.
If someone leaves their
phone on the desk while
they go to the jacks, you
won’t scroll through the
WhatsApp messages in
search of gossip.
And — this shouldn’t

need to be said — if, in the
course of your work you
come into possession of a
document that has the word
“confidential” printed in big
letters on every single page,
you will respect the trust
placed in you.
This is one of those rightand-wrong things about
which there’s no room for
debate.
Do you remember right
and wrong?
There used to be
widespread agreement that
there was right and there
was wrong.
This probably sprang
from a mixture of religious
belief and old fashioned
conservative notions of

good and evil. Of course,
having beliefs about right
and wrong didn’t mean that
people did the right thing all
the time — or much of the
time, or any of the time.
Right and wrong are
moveable feasts. Up until
1990, it was perfectly legal to
rape your wife.
And when that changed,
there were people who saw
the change as wrong — it
was State interference in a
sacred union.
So, nothing’s cut and
dried — but there was a time
when, if you were caught
doing something wrong, you
knew it was wrong. And so
did everyone else.
Among the political and

business elite, this is no
longer the case.
At some stage, the people
who run this country —
those who dominate politics
and those who dominate
business — managed to
make redundant the old
notion of right and wrong.
Now, you can claim total
innocence if you don’t break
an actual law.
Insurance companies,
stockbrokers and other
upstanding citizens have
indulged in behaviour
that’s most would consider
morally wrong on all levels
— except legally.
Wealthy people employ
teams of lawyers to research
all the ways they can do

wrong without breaking an
actual law.
No matter how damaging
or unscrupulous an act
might be, there is now just
one supreme rule: if you
can legally get away with it,
do it.
In line with this
philosophy, when Mr
Varadkar was caught
leaking, he immediately
raised the stakes. “I have
never,” he protested in the
Dáil, “been motivated by a
desire for selfish financial
gain or motives corrupt.”
I think that’s probably
true. But, when you’re
caught breaking your duty
of confidentiality, it doesn’t
really help to point out that

you didn’t make money out
of it.
In explaining the leak,
when the Dáil considered
his behaviour, Mr Varadkar
referred no fewer than 15
times to his “motivation”. He
claimed his leak was in the
public interest.
However, it’s the act that
matters, not the motivation.
We can all justify pretty
much anything — when
they started charging men
with marital rape, there was
always an excuse.
There were legitimate
routes by which Mr
Varadkar might have got
permission to pass on the
contract. He is, it seems,
above all that.
But, if a State employee
ignores the rules and pulls
a sneaky — there are, or
should be, consequences.
Otherwise, we’re saying
it would be cool if — for
instance — one of the guards
investigating the leak were
to in turn leak information
about the Tánaiste.
The Taoiseach had a
problem — should he leave
Mr Varadkar, an admitted
leaker of confidential
information, in the position
where he has unlimited
access to confidential
documents?
Anyone imagining that
Micheál Martin would
apply normal public service
standards to this breach of
duty is a fool. He and Mr
Varadkar have a political
deal that guarantees mutual
benefits. Standards, right
and wrong — screw all that.
The political media sees it
much as Mr V does — what
law did he break?
Anyway, Mr V — there’s
an old lag’s trick. When
the coppers pull you in for
questioning, pick a spot on
the wall and stare at it —
dún do bhéal.
Stay cool, hang loose,
admit nothing.

